
Bed Bug Procedure       April 2017 

 
1. Submit WO in Maintenance Direct Immediately: 

a. If during the business hours, follow-up with phone call to the Housing Facilities Services office (512-
245-4680) immediately after placing work order.  Also, contact your RD to make sure that they are 
aware of the situation. 

b. If after business hours, call RDOC. 
 

2. **Make sure you inform the resident that them and all belongings need to stay in the assigned space.  
They should not leave the room nor take any belongings with them!** 

a. Question to ask resident/things to look for:   
i. Does the resident have any bites on their body?  What do they look like? 

ii. Is there any blood on your sheets? (from bites) – inform Housing Facilities and your RD/the 
RDOC of their response. 

 
 

3. After the work order has been placed and the maintenance team have been informed by you (during 
business hours) or the RDOC (after hours), the maintenance staff members will come and confirm 
whether it is bed bugs or not.  

a. Facilities staff will notify the RD/RDOC of the status & the RD will let the RA & residents know what 
to do moving forward 
 

4. Housing Facilities (during the day) or the RDOC (after hours) will meet with the resident(s) to minimize 
the possibility of spreading the bugs until our pest control provider can treat it. 

a. ***Note: Pest control provider, Steritech, does not handle calls after hours or on 
weekends; at this point the RDOC might temporarily move the student, but the student is 
only allowed to bring necessities out of the room, and any cloth or clothes brought out of 
the room MUST be put through the dryer at least twice upon immediately leaving the 
infested space.  **Nothing can be brought into the temporary space until it has gone 
through the dryer cycle at least twice.** 

b. If it is bed bugs—all cloth/ clothes brought out of the room/space need a heat treatment 
i. Clothes and cloths ONLY, bagged and tied and then put in hall dryer on high heat 

for a few cycles (at least 2 cycles) 
 

5. 24 hours after Steritech treats the space/ Housing Facilities has responded, a re-inspection is completed 
by Housing Facilities 

a. Minimum of 48 hours to ensure the room is cleared of bed begs.  
b. Mattresses and furniture will be thrown away by Facilities staff if deemed necessary.  


